
3 LOSING STRATEGIES
for getting help at home

Why these common tactics
don't work long-term

what to do instead+



chore charts
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Leaving everyone to fend for themselves

Going on strike

WHY IT FAILSWHY WE DO IT

You don’t want to keep asking for help every
single time you need something done, so
you put everything on a list and pass it on.

You are parenting instead of partnering. 

Your partner doesn't take full ownership
because the assumption is still that you're in
charge of the chores.

WHY IT FAILSWHY WE DO IT

Everything you do is invisible.

This is your way of making the invisible
visible - taking off for a night or more and
letting him figure it out.

You & your partner don't have the same
standards & expectations. Leaving them to
fend for themselves doesn't change that.

WHY IT FAILSWHY WE DO IT

You don’t feel heard or appreciated. 

Maybe if you stop doing his laundry or
cooking he’ll finally get the message.

Your partner feels attacked or abandoned. 

He might step up to keep the peace, but still
doesn't own his part completely.

3 losing strategies
for getting help at home



✔

✔

✔

✔

1 hour live Masterclass

Partnership Checkup Agenda

Video replay

BONUS: mindset audio download
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bottom line...
Ongoing issues, like the division of labor at home, are never solved
with a single conversation.

shift the conversation...

Join us in the upcoming 1 hour masterclass  
to see how the masters of partnership make it happen!

what to do instead
ditch the chore charts and 

create lasting cooperation & support

Start by acknowledging everything that's going right between
you.

Ask if you can talk about one thing that could be better.

Stay focused on resolving that one small thing and celebrate your
progress before you bring up anything else.
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Promoting Partnership is a 60-minute masterclass that will
pave the way to lasting cooperation and support at home.

sign up now!

https://keeptalkingrevolution.com/promoting-partnership-sales-2076



